IS A STUDENT IN IMMINENT DANGER?
Risk of death is high. The student has a suicide plan and access to lethal means.

YES
Risk is high!
Student has a suicide plan and lethal means

CALL 911
~or~
Call Campus Police (731) 881-7777

MAYBE
No specific plan or lethal means, but has expressed suicidal ideations

Call Campus Police (731) 881-7777

NO
Risk of death is not imminent but there is cause for concern

24/7/365
Submit a HawkAlert @ care.utm.edu
Call Campus Police (731) 881-7777
Suggest the student call UTM Crisis Helpline (731) 881-7743

Monday - Friday: 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
Contact Care Team Facilitator (731) 881-7703
Contact Student Health and Counseling (731) 881-7750

Suicidal ideation - Thoughts or an unusual preoccupation about suicide may be seen in the following ways:

- self-harm
- detailed planning
- expressions of past bullying, trauma, abuse
- written expressions in assignments, emails, class discussion board posts
- past attempts of self, close friends or family
- suicide of close friends or family
- distressing and concerning social media posts
- change in attendance, class participation, assignment completion and performance, overall behavior

Suicide Crisis Lifeline | 988
UTM crisis helpline: (731) 881-7743
Pathways crisis line: (800) 372-0693
TN State crisis line: (855) 274-7471

If you or someone you know needs support now, call or text 988 or chat 988lifeline.org

Veterans Crisis Line
DIAL 988 then PRESS 1
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